OATAO is an open access repository that collects the work of Toulouse researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible Abstract. In this paper, we investigate how behavioral diversity can be maintained in evolving robot swarms by using distributed Embodied Evolution. In these approaches, each robot in the swarm runs a separate evolutionary algorithm, and populations on each robot are built through local communication when robots meet; therefore, genome survival results not only from fitness-based selection but also from spatial spread. To better understand how diversity is maintained in distributed EE, we propose a postanalysis diversity measure, that we take from two perspectives, global diversity (over the swarm), and local diversity (on each robot), on two swarm robotic tasks (navigation and item collection), with different intensities of selection pressure, and compare the results of distributed EE to a centralized case. We conclude that distributed evolution intrinsically maintains a larger behavioral diversity when compared to centralized evolution, which allows for the search algorithm to reach higher performances, especially in the more challenging collection task.
Introduction
Diversity in an evolving population, as a measure of how different its individuals are, is crucial for effective evolutionary adaptation. In artificial evolution and evolutionary robotics, diversity has been investigated either to analyze the dynamics of the evolutionary process, or to explicitly promote the search for diverse or novel individuals [12, 17] . An adequate level of diversity through evolution allows to better search, balancing between exploration, to find promising areas, and exploitation, to refine good solutions. This is even more necessary when the search space is deceptive, i.e. it is rugged, with valleys and many local optima, which corresponds to difficult optimization problems. A very active research topic in Evolutionary Computation concerns the explicit promotion of diversity, where diversity measures are used as an auxiliary objective to be maximized: searching for diverse solutions to the problem [5, 12] . Diversity measures can also be used to monitor and analyze the evolutionary process, better understand its dynamics, and trigger specific events depending on the diversity in the population (e.g. restarting an evolutionary process to enhance exploration, or stop evolution when the diversity gets too low). Typically, work on diversity in evolutionary robotics is restricted to evolving single-robot behaviors with a centralized evolutionary algorithm. The work by Gomes [10] is an exception, where the authors evolve behaviors for multirobot and swarm robotic systems using a novelty-based centralized algorithm. On the other hand, in distributed Embodied Evolution (dEE), [1, 18] robots in a swarm locally communicate with each other to build their respective local populations. This entails different evolutionary dynamics to the global process, compared to centralized algorithms, due to local interactions between robots. Here, we analyze the influence on the diversity of the evolved behaviors of the distributed nature of dEE algorithms and the intensity of local selection pressure. Our experiments aim at answering the following questions: (a) does distributed Embodied Evolution for robot swarms intrinsically maintains more diversity than centralized evolution?, and (b) does local selection pressure influence diversity in distributed EE as it does in centralized algorithms? We first describe related work on dEE, and approaches to measure diversity in single and multirobot systems. Then, we describe the distributed EE algorithm used in our experiments, and our proposed generic diversity metric, that we compute at two levels, i.e. global (over the swarm) and local (on each local population). Finally, we detail our experiments, discuss the results, conclude and provide further research questions.
Related Work
A particularity of dEE is that selection is decentralized, with each robot of the swarm selecting over its local population, which is progressively built over the evaluation of controllers: robots exchange their active controllers and their respective fitness value when meeting. As such, local populations on different robots are different, and selection pressure applied over such subpopulations has different dynamics as compared to more classical centralized EAs. In [2] , the authors investigate the influence of the environment on the behaviors evolved by mEDEA, a dEE algorithm that does not use a fitness measure to perform selection: selection is performed at random inside the local population of each robot. As such, the algorithm does not apply any task-driven selection pressure: it is rather the environmental selection pressure to reproduce and spread their genes that pushes evolution toward behaviors adapted to the environment that maximize the opportunities to meet other robots and mate. In [6] , the authors evaluate the impact on the performance of the swarm of the intensity of selection pressure of the local selection operator in a dEE algorithm. The authors evolve neurocontrollers in a swarm of robots using different intensities of selection pressure, and conclude that the higher the selection pressure, the higher the performance, as opposed to classical centralized evolutionary algorithms, in which a lower intensity of selection pressure is usually preferred to maintain diversity in the population. This could indicate that distributed EE algorithms maintain such a diversity, necessary for the search to escape local minima.
Measuring diversity has been a topic of interest in the literature, and typically aims at two non-exclusive goals: understanding the dynamics of an evolutionary algorithm (diversity analysis, e.g. [13] ), and reinjecting diversity measures into the EA, e.g. for diversity promotion (e.g. Novelty Search [12] ), to evolve a diverse set of individuals (e.g. Quality-Diversity algorithms [16] ), to restart the algorithm [8] , or to maintain a population able to adapt to unforeseen changes [14] . Generally, when investigating diversity in Evolutionary Robotics it is measured based on behaviors, instead of genotypic or phenotypic diversity. A behavioral descriptor must be defined (task-specific or task-agnostic, i.e. generic, based on sensorimotor values) to capture adequate features of the behavior resulting from a controller. These are then used by distance functions to compute diversity metrics. In [4] , the authors propose four different behavioral diversity measures as a auxiliary objectives to evolve single-robot behaviors, which help circumvent the deceptiveness of the chosen task. In [9] , the authors propose two diversity measures specifically designed for swarms of robots by capturing features of the joint behavior of a swarm, instead of features of single-robot behaviors. In their paper, the authors use these measures as novelty objective, linearized with fitness values into a single objective, for a centralized novelty-based EA to evolve diverse behaviors for robot swarms. In this paper, we measure behavioral diversity as a postanalysis measure to provide insights on the internal dynamics of distributed evolution. Specifically, we propose a generic behavioral diversity metric for distributed Embodied Evolution, taken at two levels (global, over the swarm, and local diversity, on the local population of each robot). While the algorithm on each robot can only rely on local information, since the diversity measures are not used by the robots, but used to analyze how diverse the behaviors are, this does not contradict the decentralized nature of the approach. Since we focus on characterizing diversity between individual robot behaviors, either among local populations or in the swarm, and not joint swarm behaviors, we chose to use mono-robot behavioral diversity measures, closer to [4] , instead of basing our study on the diversity measures for swarm robotics in [9] .
Methods and Experiments
The algorithm used in our experiments corresponds mEDEA with task-driven selection pressure [2, 6] . Each robot in the swarm runs an independent instance of the algorithm. At every moment, a robot carries an active genome corresponding to its current neurocontroller, which is randomly initialized at the beginning of each experiment. A robot executes its controller for some time T e , while estimating its fitness and continuously broadcasting the active genome and its current fitness estimate to other nearby robots (and vice versa). Once T e timesteps are elapsed, the robot stops and selects a parent genome using a given selection operator. The selected genome is mutated and replaces the active genome (no crossover is used), the local population l is emptied, and a new generation begins. We designed a parameterized tournament selection operator, that, given a parameter θ sp ∈ [0, 1] and a local population, selects the genome with the best fitness in a random θ sp fraction of the population. The parameter θsp influences selection pressure by determining the actual tournament size, and the higher the tournament size, the stronger the selection pressure. If θ sp = 0, the fitness is disregarded and selection is random, while if θ sp = 1, the best genome in the population is selected (maximal selection pressure). Each experiment consists in running this algorithm for a given task, with a given θ sp , and either with selection operating on local populations (distributed ), or on the global one (centralized ), i.e. the set of all active genomes in the swarm. At each generation, in addition to measuring the swarm's average fitness, we measure behavioral diversity using our proposed metric of dispersion among a set of behaviors b:
where b is a set of behavioral descriptors b i , and d(·, ·) is a distance function between two behavioral descriptors. We aim at defining a diversity measure as generic as possible while still capturing differences in functional features of the corresponding neurocontrollers. In our approach, a behavioral descriptor for a given robot controller is defined as the list of motor outputs corresponding to an input dataset I, sampled at the beginning of each run,
k is a random vector of the size of the inputs of the controllers, uniformly sampled in the corresponding value range. To compute the behavioral descriptor of a controller c i , the entries in the input dataset are fed to the controller, and the corresponding outputs (o We measure the fitness and behavioral diversity over time when a swarm of robots uses this algorithm to adapt to two classical benchmark tasks for swarm robotics: navigation and item collection. For each task, we perform 10 variants, with 5 levels of selection pressure, θ sp ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}, with either robots locally exchanging genomes (distributed), or selecting on the global population (centralized). The experiments with selection on the global population do not comply with the distributed nature of swarm systems, and are used as control experiments to test if dEE intrinsically maintain more diversity than when selection is performed on the global population. In each experiment, a swarm of robotic agents is deployed in a simulated environment (Fig. 1) , containing food items in the collection task. Our experiments are run using the RoboRobo simulator [3] , which is a fast simulator for collective robotics. For the navigation task, each robot has 8 proximity sensors evenly spaced around the robot, which detect walls and other robots, with 8 additional item proximity sensors in the collection task. Each robot is controlled by a fully-connected perceptron with a bias neuron and no hidden layers, and maps sensory inputs to motor outputs (left and right wheel speed). The genome corresponds to a real-valued vector containing the weights of the controller (18 for navigation, and 34 for collection), adapted by either the distributed algorithm, or the centralized version ( Table 1) . The fitness for navigation rewards moving fast, straight and avoiding obstacles [15] , while in item collection it is the number of items collected by a robot. To evaluate the impact of distributed evolution on swarm performance and diversity, at every generation of each experiment, we measure the swarm fitness (average fitness over all the robots), and the global and local diversity. We compare the results (swarm fitness and diversity) of distributed evolution to centralized evolution, and the impact of the intensity of selection pressure in both cases. Figure 3) show the fitness of the swarm over generations for the navigation and the collection task (resp. the global and local behavioral diversity heatmaps). In both tasks, robots adapt solve the task, reaching high fitness in all the experiments except for the centralized experiment with θ sp = 0.0, which corresponds to random search in the entire population. The distributed variants with θ sp = 0.0 reach slightly higher values with lower variance than the centralized variants, especially in the more challenging collection task. Regarding item collection, the intensity of selection pressure seems to have little impact on the fitness in the distributed case, while in the centralized case, the highest performance is obtained when θ sp = 0.25 or θ sp = 0.5. On the other hand, when θ sp = 0.75, and especially when θ sp = 1, the swarm fitness is lower. This could be due to a possible loss of diversity when selection pressure is strong in the centralized case. Search could stagnate in local minima, being unable to escape, and thus yielding lower fitness, especially since item collection is arguably more difficult to evolve than navigation: the search space is bigger, and information from sensors of different nature needs to be integrated. In the case of distributed evolution with θ sp = 0.0, which corresponds to mEDEA algorithm, there is also an improvement, although slower, even in the absence of task-driven selection pressure. This is due to environmental selection pressure pushing toward behaviors that maximize mating chances by navigating the environment, and collecting items by chance in the item collection task. Figure 3 show that, when there is selection pressure (θ sp = 0.0), distributed evolution maintains more diversity, both local and global (denser areas under the diagonal). In the case of θ sp = 0.0, centralized evolution yields higher diversity than distributed evolution: the centralized case corresponds to random search, and, even if a diversity of behaviors is maintained, those behaviors do not provide any fitness, as shown before. In this paper, our main hypothesis is that such algorithms intrinsically maintain diversity, since the genomes on the local repositories of the robots are built through local exchanges between robots when meeting, and are therefore different. To test such a hypothesis, we perform a set of experiments where a swarm of robots adapts to given tasks using a distributed EE algorithm. We test 5 intensities of selection pressure, in the distributed algorithm and in a control experiment with selection on the global population. We measure both the performance on the tasks and a proposed diversity measure designed for distributed evolution in robot swarms, both from local and global perspectives, and we conclude that, when there is selection pressure in our experiments, this approach systematically maintains more diversity, compared to centralized evolution, allowing to reach slightly higher performances, especially in the item collection task. This work opens questions on how to exploit such diversity measures: they could help regulating evolutionary operators, including the mating operator that defines genome migration between robots in distributed evolution [1] : mating could be restricted to robots with similar behaviors, a form of reproductive isolation, which might favor the evolution of specialized niches. On the other hand, diversity measures could be used as novelty objectives. Searching for novelty in distributed evolution has recently received attention [7, 11] , and we believe that our proposed diversity measures could be used to guide search in robot swarms.
